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Abslract-Silkon photonic platform dt>n'!opmenl has rt" 'oh 'ed

around point-to-point links (or multi-core computing systems.
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uncoln"cntio nal architectures that rely heavily on intcTCOnnecl
performance. Broadcast-and.weight is a new approach for joining
neuron-inspired processing and optical interconnect physics.
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A modem generation of hardware-based neuron-inspired
systems attempt to exploit the efficiency and robustness of

sparse codes called spikes. Spiking systems could address
important problems in recognilion, optimizmion. and analysis
of high-dimensional environments. Spiking models are central
to several recent projects in microelectron ic neuromorphic
hardware. such as 18M's cognitive computing architecture [I J.
which address these domains where von Neumann machines
perform poorly.
Utilization of analog physical dynamics represents a key
step towards attaining the effi ciency and fun ctionality exhibited by biophysical infonnation processors [2]. In most
neural network models, each neuron multiplies signals from
many other neurons by independent weights. sums them.
performs some nonlinear dynamical process. and transmits
copies of a single output sig na l. Long-range connections and
high fan-in are thus critical capabi lities that are fundamentally
difficult for electronic interconnects (e.g. cross bars) to handle
with both performance and scale. Thi s fact has forced all
mot..lem spike prOCCssoTh to adopt various forms of addressevent routing, which sacrifice bandwidth and efficiency by
representing spikes as digital codes instead of physical pul ses.
We present an on-chip interconnect protocol called
broadcast-and-weight. which leverages recent advances in
photonic integrated circuit technology to address interconnect
challenges faced by distributed processing. In the past. o ptical
neural networks have encountered barriers in reliability, scalability. and cost because they are difficult to integrate. WDM
effective ly channelizes available bandwidth without spatial
or holographic multiplexing and avoids coherent interfere nce
effects during fan-i n. High-bandwidth optical channels are
compatible with recently proposed laser neuron devices [3].
which could access a picosecond computational do main that
impacts applicmion areas where both complexity and speed are
paramount (e.g. adaptive control. real-time embedded system
analysis. and cognitive RF processing).
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the ncuml pathway model of wdghted addition from-crld and large fanout. An arr..ay of source lasers arc wavelength multiplexed (WDM) in 3

sinl,'1e w3"Cl:'uidc (multicolor). Independent weil,'luing. functions arc realized
by $pectml filteTS (reprcsented by gray color wheel masks) at the input o f each
unit. Instead of demultiplexing. the 100ai optical power of each spectrall y
weighted signal is detected by a si ngle photOOcteclor. yielding the sum
of the input channels. In Ihis protocol. photodetC"Ctors act simultaneously
as transduccn> and addi live analog compu tational clements. solving boIh
challenges of large. parallel fan-in and ellicient many A-conversion.
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Fig. 2. Implementation of 3 processin g-network node (PNN) in standard
silicon photonie devices. A spectral fi ller bank is implemented by 3 banI.: of
tunable microrin g resonator filters. whose drop weight is configured by CMOS
drivers. Balanced photodctectors sum all weighted inputs by conven ing to the
electronic domain. PhOiOCulTCttl subtract ion allows inputs to have a positive
(excitatory) or ncgative (inhibi tory) modulation effC"Cl. push-pull capabili ties
coosidcrcd essent ial to any neuron·inspired model. A shon wire modulates
current injection into a hybrid evanescent e.~citable laser neuroo 131. which
perfonn s boIh threshold detection and pulse generation. 1lIc output of the
laser is coupled back into the broadcast waveguide and broadcast to other
PNNs.
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Fig. 3. System failu re rale in networks of unreliable nodes. In C()nSlrained
circ uit-fOUled networks (blue dash·dot line). system failure approaches cer·
taimy with more nodes. Broadcast-aod-we ight systems with hardware O'"CThead (sol id lines) ;m'en Ihis trend. experiencing reliabil ity that scales w ith
complexity. 'The systemic reliability of a BL can cI'en be better. sometimes
by orders of magnitude. [han that of a single node (black dotted line). Colors
represent different overhead percentages from 2% to 8%. Circular marl;ers arc
the ellact BL behavior. solid curves an: approximate error fu nction models.

II. INTERCONNECT ARCHITECTURE

I) Broadcast-alld-weight: Broadcast-and-select is a fiber
WDM prolOcol that obtains collision-free, circuit-routed, and
densely parallel interconnection. The active connection is
selected, not by altering the interven ing medium, but by tuning
a filter at the receiver [4]. We propose a similar protocol
caJ1ed "broadcast-and-weight," which allows multiple inputs
to be selected simultaneously and with intennediale strengths
between 0% and 100%. A group of nodes shares a common
medium in which the output of every node is assigned a unique
transmission wavelength for broadcast (Figure I).
2) Processing- liellVork "ode: Partici pants in the network
called processing-network nodes (PNN) perform both roles
of processing (weighting, addition, nonlinear dynamics) and
networking (routing, A-fan-in, WDM carrier generation) in
a compact set of standard devices. A silicon photonic PNN
implementation is depicted in Figure 2. This circuil technique
could also generalize to future PIC platforms. A-fan- in in
a photodetector strips WDM signals of any trace of their
origin, a side-effect that corrupts digital signals, typically
neccessitating demuhiplexing and dedicated detection. In the
neurocomputing context, however, this channel destruction
is precisely correspondant with the summat ion fun ction , so
dumultiplexi ng is not required. A A-fan-in front-end was
found to yield input commutativity resulting in combinatorial
robustness to device fai lures, so the systemic reliability of
a PNN network can decrease with network size (Figure 3).
A "receiver- less" front-end, it is not subject to well-known
optical-electronic-optical (OfEJO) conversion overhead, whose
assumed cost, energy, and complexity are due to the digital
electronic receiver (amplifier, sampler, quantizer) in most

Fig. 4.

Conceptual diagram of a broadcast loop. The loop " 'a"egu ide carries

WDM channel s from all participating PNNs. Each PN N dcteclS 3 linear subset
of the present c hannels. The PNN I~r then outputs its signal, a function of
those input s. on its unique wave length channel. O nce a signal transver.;es the
BL. it is terminated by ilS originating unit to avoid funher interference. Filter
lxanks and inhibitory pathways not shown.

communication links, not to the physical conversion itself.
3) Broadcast loop: A physical medium is efficiently implemented by a ring waveguide (Figure 4). Each PNN drops
a fraction of total power, allowing most to continue. Dropand-continue is a physical solution to optical multicasting that
can enhance vinual inlerconnect density for a given network
traffic 15J. In this context, the broadcast loop (B l ) is fully
multiplexed and capable of SUPI)(lIting N 2 interconnects in
just I link wi th N WDM channels, where an electronic
interconnect would require, at best, N(N - 1)/2 links.
Waveguide rings with WDM channelization have been PH,.
posed as an implemcntation of broadcast-and-select for cfficient multicast in multi-core networks on-chip [6). However,
demultiplexing and dedicated detection can negate area and
energy savings and create a bufferi ng bottleneck. In contrast,
physical A-fan-in through total power detection does not
require demultiplexing or an electronic receiver. By addressing
interconnect challenges of efficient parallel ism and fan-in ,
broadcast-and-weiglll could extend the promise of silicon
pholOnics to high-perfonnance neuromorphic architectures.
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